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Mr. Ivan W. Smith, Chairman y gg

OI kAtomic Safety and Licensing Board g= -

25 North Court Street r .

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17101 0
/

Dear Mr. Smith: e3

in cennection with the upcoming hearing about TMI, I'd like to put a
few comments into the record. I understand there is a difference in cost
to Met Ed customers on account of TMi plant #1 being down amounting to
0.6c per kilowatt hour, which comes to 44 million dollars per year. As I
see it, the only people that are benefiting are the neighbors, who think
they might be har'.ed by this plant starting up again. Over a generation of,
say 20 years, this is going to approach a billion dollars.

Isn't there a better solution than to put this burden on us consumers?
Why not subsidize those people to move out that think they'll be harmed if
they continue to live in the TMI neighborhood. It looks to me like an
investment of 100 million dollars or so in moving these pecple to a neighbor-
ho:d that suits them better would give a good return.

In any event, I think the government has got an obligation to settle
- the matter, which I believe has now dragged out for two years. What is the

good of all the government bureaucracy if in two years they can't settle a
simple problem like starting up a nuclear reactor. Dozens of them have been
started before. It seems to me like the government is the problem, more than
the answer. I suggest again, start the reactor now; move out the people that

'

don't like it.

go Very truly yours,

LEBANONCHEMICALCORPdRATION
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